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• slower, smoother running increases
• clear signposting (especially near the end) 
• a self-monitoring tool to adjust speed/recoveries 

(the ‘Feeling Scale’)
• instructions to notice the environment
• smiling (shown to improve running economy)2

WalkJogSmile (WJS) has a similar basis to C25K 
(increasing run/walk intervals over 9 weeks towards 
30 minutes’ continuous running). WJS includes 
evidence-based ideas to help people feel better 
whilst running (improving adherence1), such as:

RESULTSMETHOD: ‘person-based’3 diary study

Structure/instructions
C25K participants found some instructions confusing or 
demotivating. WJS participants appreciated clear signposting 
and the suggested sprint finish. Many participants wanted more 
talking/encouragement in later weeks. Most WJS participants 
enjoyed reminders to smile. 

Feeling Scale (FS)
Thoughts on the FS were mixed. Some valued the invitation to 
slow down, but others did not find it useful. However, C25K 
participants did find pacing more difficult. 

Environment
Being asked to notice the environment was popular in WJS. 
Some C25K participants also did this spontaneously, suggesting 
it is a useful strategy. Social environment and weather were also 
significant factors in people’s running experiences. 

Enjoyment
WJS was rated significantly more enjoyable than C25K on 8 
enjoyment items3 (U=8095.5, p<.001, r=.36)

BACKGROUND

DISCUSSION
 Feedback on both podcasts was positive, with WJS rated more enjoyable. Dropout was high for both programmes. Useful 
suggestions for improvements to WJS (e.g. extra running tips) could be incorporated for future programme evaluation. 

Participants downloaded a run-tracking 
app and podcasts (C25K or WJS)

They followed either programme 3x/week 
for 9 weeks (most took longer)

Qualitative feedback on podcasts/
programmes after each run

Enjoyment measure after each run4

End of programme interviews with 
participants were analysed thematically

Eligibility < 150 minutes exercise/wk 
22 downloaded app/podcasts
18 logged 1+ run, 11 reached week 7/8, 
9 completed the final week’s sessions

Beginner run-walk podcasts are a free, accessible 
method for people to start/return to running, with 
public health potential. The NHS CouchTo5K (C25K) 
beginner run-walk programme has had millions of 
downloads but has not been optimised or 
evaluated.
The aim of this study was to optimise a new 
run-walk programme (WalkJogSmile) to help 
inactive people start or return to running. 

WALK JOG SMILE
a feel-good beginner running programme
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